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Resurgence is a voice of new civilisa
tion, it is a journal of new politics, 
concerned with small nations, small 
communities, decentralisation and 
ethnic cultures. It  is a philosophical, 
ecological and spiritual forum.
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In this issue we are publishing two o f the Schumacher Lectures 1979. In the 
next issue we w ill be publishing the third — ‘Lateral Thinking’ by Edward de 
Bono. Dr. E. F. Schumacher, when alive, wrote in Resurgence regularly and 
supported it  wholeheartedly. A fter his death it  was our privilege to launch the 
Schumacher Society and organise lectures in his memory. The 1979 
lectures were given by F ritjo f Capra, John Michell and Edward de Bono.The 
questions and issues raised by these three visionaries are urgent and need to 
be spread as far and wide as possible. I f  you would like to receive more copies 
o f this issue, please let us know.

Thank you
The response to our special gift-offer has been tremendous. I t ’s not possible 
to thank you all individually, therefore we would like to express our most 
sincere thanks here. Only through such support can Resurgence keep growing. 
In spite o f a greater awareness o f the problems o f alienation, pollution, 
nuclear power and resource wastage, our society seems to be heading towards 
increased centralisation and bureaucracy while longing for more economic 
growth. With this background we feel even more strongly that Resurgence has 
an important role to play.

Because o f the increasing cost o f printing and postage it  is d ifficu lt to keep 
our heads above water and therefore we have been forced to increase our 
price. The annual subscription goes up to £5, the overseas rate to $15 and the 
airmail rate to $20. Flowever we are making a special concessionary rate o f 
£4 for O.A.Ps and Students and a special offer—IF YOU SUBSCRIBE OR 
RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTION BY 28TH FEBRUARY the rate w ill still be 
£4. We hope that all o f you will still be able to afford to stay with us. By con
tinuing to subscribe you enable us to carry on and to reach people who are 
looking fo r alternative answers and philosophies. Do not drop out.
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